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World Agricultures Observatory

competition on a global scale has 
resulted in changes in both forms of 
production and technical systems
in coming years, World Agricultures 
must contribute to sustainable 
development while ensuring 
increased production of agricultural 
products
this must be done within a context 
of climate change, pressure on 
fossil resources and of rising 
energy prices (and thus transport 
and chemical input costs).

1.

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
In recent decades, World Agricultures have experienced change and evolution as never before.   Throwing the world’s production systems into competition on a global scale has resulted in changes in both forms of production and technical systems, with various impacts on the global stakes facing the world today.  In coming years, World Agricultures must contribute to sustainable development while ensuring increased production of agricultural products to meet the growing global population needs and raise the living standards of rural populations.   This must be done while managing the world’s natural resources in a sustainable manner and within a context of climate change, pressure on fossil resources and of rising energy prices (and thus transport and chemical input costs).
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World Agricultures Observatory

an international initiative with two 
complementary objectives :

to inform the various actors and 
the public debate about the 
major challenges of sustainable 
agricultural development;
to allow various actors –
according to their fields, their 
professional backgrounds, their 
origins, their decision levels – to 
compare their perceptions and 
enrich their understanding of the 
dynamics in play. 
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OAM Web portal

3 classes of services in the OAM Web portal:

access to documentary resources organized and 
validated by scientists ;

sharing of data managed by the OAM partners, starting 
with five contrasted study sites chosen by the CIRAD 
team among the regions where research is ongoing :
• cotton in the south of Mali
• transhumant livestock in Niger
• food crops in Costa Rica
• rainfed rice in the highlands of Madagascar

access to a collaborative platform, to news, to a literature 
review ... 

1.

SIST = Système d’Information Scientifique et Technique

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
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plan of the presentation

2. presentation of the SIST toolbox
3. the SIST-OAM prototype
4. assessment of the SIST-OAM prototype
5. discussion
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A federated search engine providing access to validated and organized "web" information within the 
World Agricultures Observatory

2. presentation of the SIST toolbox
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Web resources / SIST modules

a.) static pages in websites or full text repositories

2.

The MAGELLAN module operates in two times
it firstly scans at regular intervals all sources selected 
by the SIST administrators and builds its own indexes
then, on a user’s request, it  retrieves “on the fly”
through a full text interface the data supplied by the 
indexing engine and returns links to original sources
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Web resources / SIST modules

a.) static pages in websites or full text repositories

2.
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Web resources / SIST modules

b.) open archive repositories

2.

the CYRUS module stores an image (metadata) of the 
original sources, in the format ‘Open Archive Initiative’s 
Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OpenArchives.org
2008), and then uses it as an index
the OAI module daily updates its storage of the 
metadata; those can be either queried in full text or 
retrieved in a structured way by combination of criteria 
on different fields.
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Web resources / SIST modules

c.) RSS (really simple syndication) feeds,

2.

the GUTEMBERG module browses through the 
declared sources, and returns only the RSS feeds 
articles that match the search criteria
the research is only in full text. The contents of RSS 
feeds are not stored in advance by GUTEMBERG, but 
retrieved on the fly.
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Web resources / SIST modules

d.) Wikis or Fora,

2.

the SIST platform browses through the pages and 
selects those providing an answer to the request
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Web resources / SIST modules

e.) Web Forms,

2.

the HUBBLE module allows direct request “on the fly”; 
it is based upon mnoGoSearchtm web search engine 
software (http://www.mnogosearch.org/)

• a preliminary analysis of the web form reproduces the URL query 
embedding the user’s search criteria

• a mask is then applied on the results in order to extract the required 
metadata

http://www.mnogosearch.org/
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Federated search / Hubble2.

The HUBBLE module is responsible for the federation: 
• it provides a customizable user interface
• it distributes the search criteria on all other modules
• it controls their operations
• it and aggregates and homogenizes the results (RSS format : title, author, 

date, description, html link)
• it also provides useful features operating on the results (sort by relevance, 

view, export, create alerts)

Example: On the user’s request “rainfed rice” to the SIST, the results 
of all modules are displayed by HUBBLE in order of arrival; among 
those is the hypertext link allowing direct access to the original data
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SIST interfaces2.

a  customizable “user interface” giving access to the 
selected sources through the federated search engine

an “administrator interface” allowing to configure the 
engine (addition / removal of sources ...)

• to customize the “user interface”
• to manage the informational content
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A federated search engine providing access to validated and organized "web" information within the 
World Agricultures Observatory

3. the SIST-OAM prototype
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a five steps building approach

Step 1: Analysis of the current search methods 
and type of information needed by the research 
scientists
Step 2: Gathering the sources
Step 3: Configuration of the SIST platform into a 
SIST-OAM prototype
Step 4: Feeding the SIST-OAM prototype
Step 5: Assessment of the SIST-OAM prototype

3.
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Step 1: Analysis

the main search engine used is Google
the documents sought are mainly scientific 
publications, articles, dissertations and 
bibliographic references, with a special interest 
for a set of Journals available through a secured 
access
the search criteria are: the type of the document, 
the date of the document, the geographic area 
covered, the type of agriculture documented 

3.
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Step 3: Configuration of the SIST platform

it was decided to group the sources according to as 
many tags as “study sites”
• the “theme selection criteria” automatically understood by the SIST 

platform

within each tab sources are organized by type
• News, Directories, Information systems …

the system allows refinement of the search by the use of 
the selection criteria “type of document” and “country”

3.
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Step 3: Configuration of the SIST platform3.
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Step 3: Configuration of the SIST platform3.
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Step 4: Feeding the SIST-OAM prototype3.
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Step 4: Feeding the SIST-OAM prototype3.
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Step 4: Feeding the SIST-OAM prototype3.
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A federated search engine providing access to validated and organized "web" information within the 
World Agricultures Observatory

4. assessment of the SIST-OAM prototype
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Step 5: Assessment

Ex-ante evaluation
The engineer in charge of the prototype, not 
familiar with the SIST toolbox, established a 
personal diagnostic during the building phase, 
she had highlighting some necessary 
improvements :
• the system could be used “in the current state” by CIRAD 

researchers (with some training at the beginning)
• if it had to address a wider audience, part of its general 

ergonomics should be rethought

3.
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Step 5: Assessment

Ex-post evaluation
A series of tests, implying the researchers who had 

provided the specifications were planned :
+ the easy access to a wide set of all kind of resources 

which had been pre-selected by trustworthy colleagues
- ergonomic changes required, from size of the character 

set … to … complexity of the interface
- a difficulty due to the indirect communication between 

MAGELLAN and HUBBLE
• if one wants a set of websites (sharing a same thematic) to be 

searchable from Hubble, it is necessary to create an aggregating source 
in Hubble :

category: ‘MAGELLAN indexing engine’
theme (combo): theme shared by all the websites of the set

3.
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A federated search engine providing access to validated and organized "web" information within the 
World Agricultures Observatory

4. discussion
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where does one trust?

in the case of the SIST-OAM, the trust is not put 
in the engine but in the people who pre-select 
the sources
it seems that this easy access to trustworthy 
web resources is much appreciated by the users
for cons, the ergonomics of the toolbox could be 
improved
the challenge seems therefore to keep the 
richness of the tool while providing a more 
intuitive interface

4.
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Thanks for your attention !
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